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Brady Porche

Want to boost your credit score and increase your borrowing power? Ask a small
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business owner for financial advice.
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In September, the credit reporting agency Experian released data that show small
business owners have better personal credit scores and higher credit limits than
consumers. Experian said the average credit score for a small business owner is 721,
which is 48 points higher than the average score of 673 for consumers. Small business
owners have an average credit limit of $56,100 – more than twice that of the average
$26,900 available to consumers.
While entrepreneurs also have a higher debt load than consumers, the numbers above
prove they are generally better than others at managing the money they borrow. Is it
because running a successful small business requires you to keep up to date on your
bills? Otherwise, if your company can’t pay its expenses, the business will fail and your
dreams will be at least temporarily shattered.
“There’s a direct connection between sound business management and personal cash
management for small business owners,” said Donald Smith, director of the Small
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Business Administration’s (SBA) Office of Entrepreneurship Education. “Their livelihood is
tied directly to their business.”
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Or, is it because business owners quickly learn that the better they manage credit, the
more successful they are in the eyes of lenders? After all, you can’t get approved for a
business credit card or a business loan without being able to show a strong personal
credit history.
Successful small business owners say it’s a combination of both. Ravi Ramnarain,
founder of a CPA firm in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, that specializes in technical accounting
and taxation, said good personal finance habits translate well to the business world.
“The people who succeed in business already were successful to some degree as far as
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their individual finances,” Ramnarain said. “They didn’t have very low credit scores and
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they didn’t have collection agencies calling them.”
Managing your personal finances well, however, doesn’t always guarantee business
success, and business financial acumen is often hard-earned. Jeremy Knauff, CEO of
Tampa, Florida-based web design firm Spartan Media, said his first company failed in part
because at the time he knew little about the financial side of running a business.
“If you don’t know what money is coming in or what money has to go out, or you don’t
budget for unexpected expenses, it really makes a big difference,” said Knauff, whose
current firm has been in business for 11 years. “If you don’t know that information, you’re
probably also not planning and forecasting. You’re just kind of winging it by the seat of
your pants and that’s a recipe for disaster.”
The formative years of a new business can serve as a boot camp of sorts for using credit.
Jeremy Schaedler, president of Schaedler Insurance Agency in El Dorado Hills,
California, said debt can help during the startup phase, in which expenses usually exceed
revenue.
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“Getting into debt is very common, but I think the longer you are in business you realize
how dangerous than can be,” Schaedler said. “You’re always trying to work toward a
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position of using as little leverage as possible.”
Your life as a business
Starting a business is not for everyone, and it certainly isn’t just a credit-building strategy.
Statistics from the SBA show about one-third of small businesses fail after two years, and
the five-year survival rate is 50 percent. While many of us are not cut out for the
entrepreneur’s life, there are good financial practices we can borrow from small business
owners to improve our personal credit.
Think of your creditors as vendors. Small business owners often depend on credit
lines from suppliers that sell them materials and services they need to operate. “Let’s
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say you have a light manufacturing business,” SBA’s Smith said. “You don’t generate
your own raw resources to refine, so those would come from another vendor. If you
aren’t paying your bills on time, you can’t get that extension to get the raw materials
you need to manufacture.” By the same token, many consumers depend on credit card
issuers for the financial flexibility to make necessary large purchases without busting
their budgets. If you don’t pay your bills on time, your credit score falls and it gets
harder to obtain credit for things you will always need in your everyday life, such as
vehicles and household appliances.
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Appoint a household CFO. A typical successful business employs an accounting
whiz to keep a close eye on its books. If you’re married or live with a significant other,
decide which of you is best able to track every dollar that goes in or out of your bank
accounts and make it that person’s role. If neither of you fits the bill – or you live alone
and you don’t fancy yourself an accountant – ask for help from a relative or a trusted
friend or consider working with a financial planner.
Become spreadsheet-savvy. Spreadsheets have become a symbol of business
operations because they’re must-haves for organizing and analyzing data. Microsoft
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Excel and Google Sheets can be effective tools for maintaining a household budget.
Many of those programs’ most basic functions can be mastered by computer
neophytes, and there are other budgeting-specific programs available to those who
are more digitally inclined. If you’re intimidated by technology, you can always buy a
paper accounting ledger and track your credits and debits by hand.
Avoid frivolous spending. Responsible business owners don’t invest in equipment or
other assets that won’t help them turn a profit. A similar standard can be applied to
personal spending. If a luxury item you’re thinking of buying is sure to sink your budget
while not adding much value to your life – such as a third car for a two-driver
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household or a 50-inch TV to replace a 42-inch bedroom TV – pass on it and save for
the necessities. “If you’re going to buy something for X, make sure you’re making X
plus 1,” Ramnarain said.
Prepare for the unexpected. Contingency planning is a vital part of running a
successful business. Schaedler said underutilized credit lines, low debt levels and
savings can serve as a first line of defense during times of fluctuating prosperity. A
personal savings account can serve as a “rainy day fund” in the event of a financial
emergency caused by an unexpected job loss, sudden illness or even a critical home
or car repair. A conservative approach to using credit can certainly help you build up a
savings account and earn interest more quickly.
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Keeping card balances manageable and saving money for emergencies can safeguard
you against missing payments and using too much of your available credit – the two
biggest factors that can lower your credit scores.
“It’s the same whether it’s business or personal,” Knauff said. “It comes down to planning
and establishing a budget. If you’re just kind of guessing, I guarantee every time you’re
going to spend way more than you thought you were.”
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The Dow Just Tumbled More Than 600 Points. Where
Is the Panic?
4:07 p.m. The Dow Jones Industrial Average looked ready for a gain Wednesday
morning. The blue-chip benchmark fell 608.01 points, or 2.4%, to 24,583.42, while
the S&P 500 dropped 3.1% to 2656.10, and the Nasdaq Composite has tumbled…
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Semi stocks got crushed on Wednesday ahead of chipmaker Advanced Micro
Devices AMD ' earnings report after the bell. Despite the weakness, Matt Maley,
equity strategist at Miller Tabak, pointed out AMD is still in the midst of an…
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Tesla reports surprise profit, stock
surges
Tesla blew past analysts’ expectations for quarterly
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Why Shares of DXC Technology
Tumbled Today
Shares of DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) slumped on
Wednesday after the head of DXC Americas left the…
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What Marijuana Investors Must Learn
From Aurora Cannabis' U.S. Debut
Marijuana investors have jumped into cannabis stocks,
embracing the vision of a more pot-friendly world and…
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Obama taking credit for economy is a
'fantasy land': Peter Navarro
White House National Trade Council Director Peter
Navarro says the only growth the Obama administration…
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3 Healthcare Stocks I'd Buy Right Now
Warren Buffett once said, "When it's raining gold, reach for
a bucket, not a thimble." Believe it or not, it's raining gold…
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The stock market's 'dead cat bounce'
is over and the rolling bear market i…
The stock market may have bounced back from its sharp
sell-off at the beginning of October, but Morgan Stanley…
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after their Mega Millions ticket won the largest jackpot in…
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AMD Investors Overreact to Intel’s 10NM Update
Are AMD Investors Overreacting to Intel’s News?
(Continued from Prior Part) AMD stock falls on Intel’s 10-…
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President Trump Threatened to Turn
Back Caravan Migrants If They Don't…
President Donald Trump has said the Central American
migrants traveling via caravan should seek asylum in…
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BNSF, GE partner to develop all
battery-electric locomotive
Two giants of the rail industry are working together to
develop an all battery-electric locomotive. This comes aft…
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Here's Why Canopy Growth's Best
Days Are Still Ahead
Investors are flooding into cannabis stocks, and plenty of
companies that hardly anyone had ever heard of just a…
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Ford Motor's Q3 Earnings Preview
Ford Motor Company (NYSE: F) unveils its next round of earnings Wednesday.
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Here is Benzinga's everything-that-matters guide for the Q3 earnings
announcement Earnings and Revenue Wall Street analysts see Ford Motor
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The 1 Marijuana Investment You Won't
Want to Make
The green flag has officially waved in Canada and legal
recreational cannabis sales are off and running as of Oct…
Business Motley Fool

5 Deeply Discounted Value Stocks
That Haven't Been This Cheap in at…
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October has been a wake-up call for investors that the
stock market won't go up in a straight line, even if we'd li…
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Mega million losers can get a free
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Lottery officials announced that someone from South
Carolina will be taking home the 1.6 billion mega million…
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Cannabis Stocks Continue to Bleed: Are They a Good
Buy? Cannabis sector On October 23, for the third…
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It's Official: Aurora Cannabis Is
Trading on the NYSE -- but Is It a Buy?
Canadian marijuana Goliath Aurora Cannabis (NYSE:
ACB) filed to list its shares on the New York Stock…
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Sarepta Therapeutics’ Q3 2018
Earnings: What Can We Expect?
Sarepta Therapeutics (SRPT) is expected to report its third
quarter of fiscal 2018 earnings on October 24. Analysts…
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